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FOR SUPERSONIC VISTOL

R. W. Luidens, 6. E. Turney, anc J. Allen

National Aeronautics and Space Aavinistration
Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The thrust, specific fuel consumption, and relative merits of the tan-
rem fan and the dual reverse flow t rent fan propulsion systems for a super-
sonic VISTOL aircraft are discussed. Consideration is given to: tan pres-
sure ratio, fan air burning, and variable core supercharging. the special
propulsion system components required are described, namely: the deflecting
front inletina We, the aft subsonic inlet, the reverse pitch fan, the vari-
able core supercharger and the low pressure fc,rward burner. The potential
benefits for these unconventional systems are indicated.

INTRODUCTION

The military services desire to develop aircraft with STOL and VIOL
capability. The Navy is considering VTOL aircraft for operation from small
carriers, destroyers, and merchant ships in wartime. The Air Force's inter-
est lies in operation from airfields with bombed and damaged eunways. Sub-
sonic VISTOL aircraft also have civil applications for rescue missions,
transportation in undeveloped areas and into city centers.

VISTOL aircraft can be grouppo into three cateoories: rotorcraft, sub-
sonic cruise aircraft, and supersonic cruise aircraft. The present discus-
sion opals with the Letter.

Vertical operation at take-off and landing places special requirements
on the propulsion system. the center of thrust must pass-throunh the air-
plane center of gravity. This can be an especially difficult requirement
for a supersonic airplane, which must also have z low frontal area, which
generally tavors the propulsive jet being at or near the rear of the air-
plene. A number of airplane arrangements are shown in figure l (ref. 1).
T yre simpliest way to achieve the desired arrangement of thrust ano c.g. is
to take-off ano sand the airplane in the vertical attitude, figure 1.(a).
Thor pilots tend to object to this even though the cockpit region of the air-
plane itself mi ght be mece to tilt to horizontal. the remaining airplanes
shown take-off ano land in the horizontal attitude.

Also, for vertical operations the airplanE thrust must exceed the air-
plane wei ght. In the airplane of figure 1(b) lift engines are added immedi-
ately behind the cockpit. to-both increase the total vertical thrust and to
hPlance the pitching moment of the vertical thrust from the aft deflected
lets. Ihis approach ha± the disadvantage +" ,. t the thrust available for air-

;	 plane acceleration and maneuver, compared to the take-off thrust, is reduced
because the lift enoines are shut rovin after take-cuff.

In the airplane of figure 1(c) some of the fan air from the main
turbo-far enoines is blew from the engine arc! aucted torviarc, and burned to
achieve both a balance in pitching moment and an increase in thrust. the
forwarO cuctir!a ee'ds to t.hp propulsion system ano eirplane frontal area.
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In the airplane of figure 1(d), the fan stages are spaced apart on a
common shaft. For vertical operation, the front fan airflow is exhausted
from a nozzle as fa; , forward on the airplane as possible to achieve a bal-
ance of the airplane pitching moments. The airflow passing through the rear
fan is supNlied by an auxiliary inlet. This airflow, part of which passes
through the engine core, is exhausted through a thrust vectoring nozzle at
the rear of the *n9ine. Thus, in this mode of operation, each fan is sup-
plied by a separate inlet, and the bypass ratio of this engine is relatively
large. The large bypass ratio can be effective in augmenting the thrust for
vertical operation.

For supersonic operation, the flow of the front fan passes through the
second fan just as in a conventional two stage fan engine. The front fan
nozzle and aft fan inlet are closed in this operating mode.

There are variations of all the airplane types shown. The purpose of
this paper is to discuss some variations on the tandem fan that may be ad-
vantageous. Thp airplane pitching moment and layout advantages will be
shown and the performance advantages of various engine cycle changes will
presented. The special propulsion system components required will be illus-
trated.

DISCUSSION

AirplaneiEngine Concepts

Airplane laZouts. - The basic airplane layouts to be considered are
shown	 gur^ 2. The reference engine used in these airplanes is also
shown. It has a two stage fan with each fan stage having a pressure ratio
of about. 1.4. These fans are driven by a core engine and the overall engine
bypass ratio, (i.e., ratio of mass flow around the core to mass flow through
the core emyine) in the conventional operating mode is about 2.0.

The airplane to the left in figure 2 is the tandem fan airplane. Com-
pared with the reference engine above, the two fans are spread apart but
still on a common axis. At take-off, the air from the front fan is dis-
charged forward of the airplane c.o. A second inlet is required to supply
airflow to the second fan and core. Note that in this airplane layout, the
engines are spaced apart laterally, increasin g the airplane frontal area.
Also, the second fan and core are not as far rearward as they could be.
This is to keep the shaft to the front ran reasonable in length. Note also
that the inlet is of the axisymmetric type to minimize its length and hence
its overlap an the pilot's canopy. This inlet type has limited angle of
attack tolerance, and this inlet location may be subject to exhaust gas re-
circulation.

the airplane arrangement on the right of figure 2 is generally very
similar to the tandem fan. -The key difference is that the front fan can

a

	

	 reverse its direction of flow whereupon and the front fan inlet becomes the
front fan exhaust noz.-le. This arrangement permits the two eitr i ne systems
to move rearward and closer together. It also increases the moment arm of
the front jet, and permits the use of a two dimensional inlet which has bet-
ter angle of attack capability than the axisymmetric inlet. In VTOL opera-
tion, the aft inlet must now supply the air for both the front and aft
fans. This inlet arrangement should also reduce exhaust reingestion,
(ref. 2).
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The important conclusion thus far is that the reverse flow fan system
offers significant, and important airplane layout advan ",es. The special
components required for this system are described more fufly later.

Ên ^line cycle variations. - Figure 3 shrws the engine cycle variations
that w011"be considered.. T^'e tandem and reverse flow fan are basically the
same engine cycle. The cycle variations are: variable core supercharging,
fan air ,Turning, and a parallel flow operating mode for subsonic cruise.
Recall that during supersonic flight the fans operate in a series mode. The
effectof these cycle changes can be quantified by analysis, and is dis-
cussed next.

Engine Performance

The engine cycle variations shown in figure 3 are evaluated in this
section in terms of the engine performance parameters of thrust per unit
frontal area and specific fuel consumption.

Take-off, no ran air bur niinn . - Figure 4 presents the relative thrust,
at static conditi ons, orseveral variations of the reference engine, whic'n
has two fan stages, each with a design fan pressure ratio (FPR)p = 1.40.
This is about the lowest fen pressure ratio to avoid gearing between the fan
and core. The first bar is for the reference engine in which the two fans
opera a in series. In thi!, case the nozzle pressure ratio ;NPR) is NPR
(FPR)The core is sized to drive the fans and has a relative power
of un ty. During parallel operation (the second bar) the relative thrust
increases about. 2 percent. The engine bypass ratio has increased which
tends to increase the thrust. However, the core power has dropped because
the core supercharging effect of the front tan stage has been lost. This
loss in power tends to decrease the thrust. Thus, the bypass ratio effect
and the core power effect tend to offset each other.

Take-off with core superchhaar2ing. - Adding a variable core supercharg-
ing s age, (third barincreases the thrust14 percent over the reference
case. The fan and nozzle , pressure ratios are now about 1.5,corresponding to
the mechanical speed limit of the fans. Of course the fans must be capable
of generating this pressure ratio. The combination of parallel operating
fans and varahle core superchar g ing offers the potential for a significant
thru:,t increase at take-off.

The efficiency of producing the the thrust is not of great importance
at take-off because of the short take-off time involved. This is poten-
tially important to the reverse pitc!i front fan because one might anticipate
that its fan efficiency may be less, in reverse flow, than in conventional
flow.

Next consider the question of the required take-off thrust. For some
supersonic missions, the engines for the aircraft are sized for the tran-
sonic accelereLion or maneuver and then have excess thrust at take-off.
This situation would again make a reduced efficiency of the reverse pitch
fan acceptable. The unique feature of the reverse flow front fan is its
ability to produce an airplane nose up pitching moment. The potential for
increased thrust by variable core superchanging may, be of secondary impor-
tance for some airplane missions.

Take-off with fan air burning. - The engine thrust will increase with
increasing cycle tempera Ure, as shown in figure 5, providing the burner
losses associated with the flame holder and momentum pressure drop can be
kept small. The results shown are for a burner inlet Mach number of 0.2.
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The problems with achieving this are discussed later. The thrust should
increase approximately as the square root of the temperature ratio which
accounts for the general shape of the curve. Parallel fan operation gives
the larger thrust increase because this mode of operation handles more air-
flow. However, the problem of maintainir+; low losses is aggravated at the,
tower fan pressure ratio of parallel operation. A thrust increase of up to
46 percent is available at 2000OR burner temperature. Burning in only the
front fan air would also increase the airplane nose up pitching moment.

Subsonic cruise. - The airplane we are considering has supersonic capa-
bility;6ur it may b advantageous froir a range point of view to perform
part; of the mission with a subsonic cruise segment. While thrust was of
prime importance at take-off, specific fuel consumption (SFC) is of prime
importance at subsonic cruise. An engine sized for -ertical take-off, or

x	 for transonic maneuveribility, will be oversized for subsonic cruise. Fig-
ure 6 shows the relative SFC versus relative thrust for M.0.8 cruise for
parallel and series fan operation. A typical cruise operating thrust level
is indicated at about 1/4 the maximum series-mode engine thrust capability.
At this degree of part throttle the SFC is on the verg- of sharp increase
with further decreases in pch4er. At this thrust level, parallel fan opera-
tion offers about a 4 percent advantage iii SFC, but at the expense of spe-
ciel inlets and nozzles.

The special propulsion systems components required for the$e engine
cycles are discussed next.

Special Engine Coniponents

Three categories of components are considered: (1) The nacelle compo-
nents of inlets and nozzles, (2) rotating machinery, and (3) burners. The
nacelle components for the tandem fan are shown in figure 1. The geometry
of each component is shown arranged vertically for; takeoff (or landing),
subsonic cruise, and supersonic flinht.

Aft nozzle. - The discussion starts with the aft nozzle because this;
components common to all the engines discussed herein. The nozzle shown
is two dimensional with a width to height: ratio of about 1 or 2. For take-
off (upper right hand sketch) the exhaust flow is deflected downward by an
arc of a cylinder which has been rotated into the appropriate position. The
proper nozzle exit ave a is achieved by deflecting the lower lip of the noz-
zle downward. The exit area is relatively large because it is assumed the
engine flow has been heated to a high temperature to increase the thrust.

For subsonic cruise (right, middle sketch) the jet is directed straight
aft. The deflecting cylinderical arc has been rotated to a stowed posi-
tion. The lower lip has been rotated up to the horizontal position, and the
whole lower nozzle segment has been rotated aft end up to reduce the exit
area. Compared with vertical take-off, the cruise condition requires less
thrust and correspondingly less nozzle area.

For the supersonic cruise (right lower sketch) more thrust is provided
by afterburning, so the nozzle throat area is increased by retracting the
lower nozzle segment, and some supersonic expansion is achieved by deflect-
ing the upper nozzle lip upward. This particular type of nozzle is a single
ramp expansion nozzle in contrast to a nozzle which is symmetric about the
horizontal center line and referred to as a double ramp expansion nozzle.
The type shown is more adaptable to the required 900 take-off deflection.

In the tandem fan engine, at take-off, the aft nozzle handles the aft
fan and core engine gas flows.

kJ
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Tandem fan front nozzle. - For the tandem fan at take-off (center, up-
per Sketch) the 'loowOroug^iì the front fan must also be deflected downward.
This is accomplished by four rotatable segments that can be deployed across
the duct between the front and aft fans, as shown in the upper sketch, and
then stowed leaving a clear duct for subsonic cruise, as shown in the lower
two sketches. The some result could be obtained by a series of variable
angle vanes across the duct which deflect to form the nozzle for take-off
and are feathered in the flow for series operation.

Tandem fan front inlet. - The tandem fan airplane was shown with an
axisymme r c supersonic net characterized by a sharp lip. For ood static
take-off performance, the centerbody is collapsed to open up the inlet
throat area, and blow-in-doors are dispersed around ins much of the inlet
duct circumference as possible to open inlet area with well rounded, or
slotted lips.

At subsonic cruise (left, middle sketch) the inlet area with a col-
lapsed centerbody may closely match the airflow required by the engine so
the blow in doors may be closed.

At supersonic cruise, the blow in doors are not, required and the cen-
terbody is expanded to give the required supersonic compression. As men-
tioned earlier, this inlet type is short but has a limit angle of attack
tolerance.

Tandem fan aft inlet. - At take-off, the tandem fan aft fan and core
engine require a separate inlet (center, upper skttch). This inlet is
formed by folding th', upper quadrants of the inlet duct about longitudival
hinge lines to form generous radii for the inlet side lips (sec. AA). The
aft, highly aerodynamically loaded, lip may be thin and require a slat as
shown. At subsonic and supersonic cruise the aft inlet doors are closed
forming smooth internal and external surfaces.

The aft inlet is restricted to the upper duct surfaces to mimimize re-
ingestion of deflected exhaust gases due to recirculation near the ground.

Reverse flow fan nacelle. - The reverse flow fan inlet and nozzle com-
ponents are shown in figore . The aft nozzle is the! same as that for the
tandem fan. With the reversing flow front fan, the front inlet must also
f uncti(,n as a nozzle for VTOL. Because of the airplane-engine arrangement,
described earlier, a two dimensional inlet is an option for the forward
inlet.

Reverse flow fan front inletinozzle. - The reverse flow fan requires
the inlet to also function as a 	 e ecting nozzle at take-off (left
u,^per sketch). The inlet compression ramps are retracted, the lower inlet
lip is deflected downward, and a cyclindrical arc is deployed to provide the
desired jet deflection in a manner very similar to the aft exhaust nozzle.

For subsonic cruise, (left, middle sketch) the cylinderical arc de-
flecting surface is retracted, the lower inlet lip is raised. The inlet
compression ramps remain retracted.

For supersonic cruise (left, lower sketch) the inlet ramps are deployed
to accomplish the required supersonic compression and subsequent subsonic
diffusion. There is some inlet throat bleed between the two ramps. This
air is discharged through the inlet upper surface.

Reverse flow fan aft inlet. - At takeoff, the aft inlet (-upper center
sketch) must provide air or not only the aft fan and core engine as it did
for the tandem fan, but also for the front fan which is flowing in reverse.
The inlet is similar to that described for the tandem fan with longitudi-
nally hinged side quadrants (sec. AA) but in this case with slats on both
the forward and aft lips. The aft inlet flow area and length are about



twice that for the tandem fan, but still about the same length as the aft
inlet plus front nozzle for the tandem far. This means that the ariel spac-
ing between the two fans for the two systems (i.e., tandem fan, and revers-
ing fan) is about the same.

If the propulsion system operates with the fans flowing in series dur-
ing subsonic and supersonic flight, , then the top inlet doors are closed
yielding smooth internal and external surfaces as illustrated in the tower
center sketch.

Parallel flow subsonic cruise. - One of the possibilities suggested in
the engine cycle analysis was to cruise at subsonic speeds with the fans
operating in the parallel mode. The geometry for an aft inlet and front
nozzle for this operating mode are illustrated by the center middle sketch.
The idea here is to approximate the geometry of the short aft inlet that
showed good performance in reference 3.

The inlet and nozzle geometry to accommodate both take-off and subsonic
cruise with parallel fan flows remains to be designed.

Reverse flow fan. - A key component in the reverse flow fan system is
the fan witfi reverse flow capability. To start this discussion, consider
the 4ront fan for the tandem fan system. This stage consists of variable
inlet guide vanes (VIGV's), rotor and stator. The blades are all appropri-
ately twisted from hub to tip, to yield the desired radial blade loading.
The variable inlet guide vane has a variable trailing edge flap which can be
used in conjunction with n similar VIGV set on the aft fan stage on vary the
thrust split between the front and aft fan, at constant shaft power, to
achieve airplane pitch control.

The reverse pitch fan stage is shown in figure 9. The basic method of
changing the fan flow direction is by changing the fan blade pitch, hence a
variable pitch rotor (VPR) is used. The assumption is made that high take-
off thrust with the fan . flow in reverse is of equal importance to ,achieving
high thrust for aircraft acceleration and supersonic flight with conver-
tione.l fan flow. This rationale leads to selecting a compromise fan bl,;ade
with an untwisted but still cambered fan rotor blade shape.

If we rotate the blade to a pitch angle to achieve the desired loading
at the blade tip, then the untwisted blade is loaded too lightly toward the
root. The desired loading can be achieved by segmented variable inlet rA de
vanes designed to load up the rotor root region. This is accomplished by
deflecting the flow through the inlet guide vanes counter to the rotor di-
rection of rotation, as shown in the upper left part of figure 9. The exit
guide vanes are also variable (VEGV's) to function as properly designed sta-
tors. For reverse fan flow, the rotor blade can be changed in pitch so that
blade camber remains correct but the blade leading edge now becomes its
trailing edge, e.g. point a. The function of the VIGV's and VEGV's are now
interchanged. Thus, the whole stage is designed symmetrically.

The Quiet Clean STOL Experimental Engine (QCSEE) for the under the wing
(UTW) airplane design was designed with a. variable pitch rotor. (ref. 4)
It had about 87 percent fan efficiency in forward flow and about 80 percent
in reverse flow. But in the the QCSEE application the required reverse
thrust level was only 35 percent of the forward thrust. The special re-
quirements for VTOL call for a revised fan design as discussed, and a re-
search effort would be required to develop fan designs exhibiting high effi-
ciency in both flow directions. (A high fan efficiency in reverse is not
necessarily of great importance if the required thrust can be produced-in
spite of a lower efficiency. This can occur if the core has adequate
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power. In this case the low fan efficiency only reflects in the fuel cc
sumption at takeoff which is relatively small).

Variable core su erchar. er. - This component of the rotating machir
is shown in figure 10. ws located between the second fan stage and the
basic core engine. Its function is to supercharge the core engine and in-
crease the power output of the engine for parallel flow operation. The var-
iable core supercharger (VCS) consists of a variable inlet guide vane stage,
a rotor, and a stator. The concept of its operation is the following: When
the two fan stages are operating in series (the upper sketch) the flow ap-
proaching the core inlet has passed through both fan stages and the pressor:
ratio of the air approaching the core is near 2.0. In this case the care
supercharging stage is not needed so the VIGV's are set to yield a pressure
ratio of unity. The VIGV's turn the flow in the direction of the rotor ro-
tation as shown. This causes some air to spill around the core inlet as is
also shown by the dashed streamline.

In the parallel mode of fan operation (the lower sketch) the air pass-
ing through the front fan is exhausted through a thrust n02Zle, and ambient
pressure air is drawn into the second fan. The pressure ratio of the air
approaching the core inlet is 1.4 compared with 2.0 for series operation.
With a supercharging stage just ahead of the core, the pressure at the front
face of the main compressor can be increased. The core can now accept a
higher flowrate and thereby produce a higher power output.
Without the variable core supercharger, core power is reduced by about 30
percent in parallel f gin operation. With the VCS, the core power output can
be increased and the thrust output of the fans can be improved. Ideally,
the VIGV's of VCS are set so the VCS generates a pressure ratio of 1.4 and
air entering the core is again at a pressure ratio of 2.0. The entrance to
the VCS has been sized to handle the core design airflow for approach air
flow at a pressure ratio of 1.4 as indicated by the straight-in dashed
streamline.

'in the engine cycle results discussed in figure 4 the fans in the par-
ellel operating mode are capable of absorbing only a part of the power of a
fully supercharged core. In that case. the combination of the core and core
supercharging stage can be designed so the core supercharging stage operates
over a pressure ratio range of about 1.1 to 1.2.

Fan air burners. - In principle the thrust of a jet should be propor-
tional to with die square root of the ,het temperature for any value of fan
pressure ratio. In reality, achieving a thrust increase depends on heat
addition at low flow Mach numbers to keep the losses low, aad at relatively
high initial temperatures for a good burning rate. The low fan pressure
ratio can cause problems in both areas. The sketches in figure 11 show sev-
eral approaches to these problems.

The upper sketch considers the flow Mach number problem. If the fan
has a fan face Mach number of 0.6 and a pressure ratio of 1.4 the flow exit
Mach number in a constant crea duct will be about 0.4, which is too high for
burning. however, with a 900 turn, as is rquired for take-off the flow

can be decelerated to a Mach number of 0.2 through an angled cascade. Sev-
eral other possibilities for a compact burner now exist. Fuel injection
ahead of the fan can use fan generated turbulence to promote fuel-air mix-
ing. The required flame holder can be combined with the turning vanes.
These systems will have to be retracted or feathered for series fan opera-
tion. In this case, the 900 turn has offered the opportunity for a low

s
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duct Mach number without an increase in frontal area, although adequate duct
length is required.

The problems of initial gas temperature and fan Mach number are ad-
oressed in another way in the lower sketch. Here high pressure, moderately
high temperature air is bled from the core engine to a series of burners
dispersed circumferentially about the fan. 'this core air is burned to a
high temperature but is still fuel rich. This mixture is ejected into the
fan air stream. The front nozzle fan thrust is now augmented by the high
momentum of the burned core air, the temperature rise of the fan air due to
mixing with the core gases, plus burning of the excess fuel. Of co rse, the
core engine would have to be designed to accommodate the required Deed flow.

Swirling of the combustor stream is another way to improve the burning
stability (ref. 5).

It should be noted that take-off (or landing) thrust is required for
only a short time so a high burner efficiency is not of key importance.
Accepting a low combustion efficiency helps shorten the required combustor
length.

Low pressure fan air burners for short duration use are a new area re-
quiring research effort.

Transition Between Operating Modes

One of the inherent problems associated wish the tandem fan propulsion
system is the in-flight transition of the system from one operating mode to
another. For example, during vertical take-off the tandem fan propulsion
system operates in the parallel flow mode. Once the aircraft reaches a rea-
sonable height above the ground, the forward and aft vectoring nozzles are
positioned so as to provide a thrust component in the forward flight direc-
tion. As the forward flight speed of the aircraft increases. more lift is
provided by aerodynamics forces; and at some forward speed (corresponding to
a flight Mach number of about 0.3), the aerodynamic forces provioe all the
lift required for support of the aircraft.

At this point in the mission, the transition can be made from the par-
allel flow operating mode to the series flow operating mode. In order to
accomplish the transition, several physical changes must be made to the pro-
pulsion system in an orderly and timely fashion. With the conventional tan-
Oem fan engine, these changes include:

(a) Closing of the auxiliary inlet and forward nozzle
(b) Adjustments to the throttle setting and aft nozzle

flow area
(c) AdJustments to the fan blade (or IGV) settings
(d) Positioning of the aft nozzle to provide the thrust

vector in the direction of fight.
With the reverse flow tandem fan concept, the transition from parallel

flow to series flow includes several other steps: reversing the fan pitch
and the transition of the forward inlet/nozzle section from a nozzle to an
inlet.

Further study is needed to evaluate the operational problems associated
with these transitions.

3
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For an airplane with supersonic capability, the tandem and dual reverse

flow fan engine arrangements offer engine thrust and efficiency cycle advan-
tages at take-off and subsonic cruise. Parallel operation of the two fans
is advantageous for vertical take-off and landing, while series operation is
advantageous for high speed (transonic or supersonic) operation. In the
parallel operating mode further thrust augointation for take-off or landing
can be obtained by conbustion in the fan air flow, and by core supercharging.

The reverse flow fan system offers important potential advantages in
airplane layout in terms of higher fuselage fineness ratio, better pitching
moment control, and reduced likelihood of exhaust gas reingestion into the
inlet.

Both propulsion systems require technology advances in the propulsion
system components of inlets, nozzles, and rotating machinery. Unique new
research areas include; the low pr essure fan air deflector and burner, and

the high efficiency reverse flow l ean, and inlet that also functions as a
nozzle.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has examined several candidate propulsion systems. In exam-
ining supersonic type V/STOL aircraft it becomes evident that there are main

candidate propulsion systems with many variations within each system.aM ny
new operating requirements are place on the propulsion system components.
The propulsion systems for supersonic V/STOL can be a most fruitful area for
research, and a substantial research effort is warranted.
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